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PREFACE

Web programming, also known as web development, is the creation of dynamic web applications.
Examples of web applications are social networking sites like Facebook or e-commerce sites like
Amazon. A lot of people learn web coding because they want to create the next Facebook or find a job
in the industry. But it is also a good choice if you just want a general introduction to coding, since it is
super easy to get started. There are two broad divisions of web development – front-end development
and back-end development. Front-end development refers to constructing what a user sees when they
load a web application – the content, design and how you interact with it. This is done with three
codes – HTML, CSS and JavaScript.

HTML, short for Hyper Text Markup Language, is a special code for ‘marking up’ text in order
to turn it into a web page. Every web page on the net is written in HTML, and it will form the
backbone of any web application. CSS, short for Cascading Style Sheets, is a code for setting style
rules for the appearance of web pages. CSS handles the cosmetic side of the web. Finally, JavaScript is
a scripting language that is widely used to add functionality and interactivity to web pages.

Back-end development controls what goes on behind the scenes of a web application. A back-end
often uses a database to generate the front-end.

The concept and theory of each topic is followed by the theoretical explanation, some self-
assessment questions and all practical solutions of Web Programming are provided at the end of this
book. Efforts have been made to make the text easy to read and understand.

We have tried our level best to give everything in this book in proper manner. Still few points
from book may be explained in better way than presently are there in the book.

Constructive suggestions and comments from the users will be sincerely appreciated. We would
appreciate hearing from you about any textual errors or omissions which you identify. If you would
like to suggest improvements or contribute in any way, we would be glad to hear from you.

Please send correspondence to kiranrktcollege@gmail.com, sandeepvcbs@gmail.com,
ravimaddu8@gmail.com and shelarshrutkirti@gmail.com

Last but not the least, we would like to give big lifetime thanks to Mr. S.K. Srivastava (Himalaya
Publishing House Pvt. Ltd.) for providing an environment which stimulates new thinking and
innovations and his support, motivation, guidance, cooperation and encouragement to write this book.
We are very grateful for his support and thank him for his true blessings.

Authors
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STRUCTURE

1.1 Introduction to HTML5
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1.12 Colors
1.13 Creating User Form

1.13.1 Using Check Boxes and Option Buttons
1.13.2 Creating Lists
1.13.3 Additional Input Types in HTML5

1.14 Interactive Elements
1.15 Working with Multimedia

1.15.1 Audio and Video in HTML5
1.15.2 HTML Multimedia Basics
1.15.3 Embedding Video Clips
1.15.4 Incorporating Audio On

1.1 Introduction to HTML5

 HTML5 is the major revision of the HTML standard. Like its immediate predecessors, HTML
4.01 and XHTML 1.1, HTML5 is a standard for structuring and presenting content on the
World Wide Web.

 HTML5 is a response to the observation that the HTML and XHTML in common use on the
World Wide Web is a mixture of features introduced by various specifications, along with
those introduced by software products such as web browsers.

 It also an attempt to define a single markup language that can be written in either HTML or
XHTML syntax.

 It includes detailed processing models to encourage more interoperable implementations.
 HTML5 extends, improves and rationalizes the markup available for documents, and

introduces markup and APIs for complex web applications.
 HTML5 has succeeded where XHTML2.0 failed because it has been developed with current

and future browser development and past, present, and future web development work in mind.
 HTML5 also contains much more extra stuff for building dynamic web applications.
 HTML5 has been deliberately built to compete with proprietary plug-ins such as Flash and

Silver light.
 HTML5 has some new features for standardizing functionality that we already built in

bespoke, hacky ways.
 Server sent updates and form validation spring to mind immediately.
 HTML5 features helps to plug gaps in the functionality we traditionally had available in open

standards, such as defining how browsers should handle markup errors, allowing web apps to
work offline, allowing us to use always-open socket connections for app data transfer, and
again, audio, video and scriptable images (canvas).
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 HTML5 is a revised code set that builds upon HTML4 to add new capabilities.
 HTML5 offers many dramatic improvements in the areas of application handling and

multimedia.

1.2 Why HTML5?

 Web designers who used early versions of HTML to create large Web sites were often
frustrated by the amount of repetition of code involved in their coding program.

 Suppose a website has 200 pages, all using the same basic layout and design.
 To make a design change to the entire site, a designer would have had to go in and manually

edit each of those 200 pages.
 Later versions of HTML supporting cascading style sheets.
 Now Web designers use cascading style sheets to specify the formatting for a particular tag

type usually in a separate style sheet document and then apply that style sheet to multiple
pages.

 Although you can still format documents by using older methods and you’ll learn how to do a
little of that in Html5 cause it provide a better support of tags and elements to provide
interactive codes.

 In current times when the border between desktop and mobile is rapidly fading away, users
expect to get to the information anywhere, anytime and expect it to be fast.

 Meeting all those expectations and providing users with what they want is the single best way
to keep clients focused on your product, service or website.

 Now let us focus a bit on what seems to be the best way to provide content to end user
without limiting yourself to desktop or mobile that is HTML5.

 HTML5 is the latest iteration of HTML addressing modern needs and expectations of
websites.

 It deals with things like semantic markup, providing information about content it describes, it
is becoming new standard for all good web developers and browser vendors love it as it does
its magic on, I’m going to say it once more, desktop and mobile devices alike.

Following are 5 reasons why HTML5 matters:
1. Newest standard
2. Faster and cheaper
3. Latest/Modern
4. Nothing is impossible
5. Supports mobile devices
6. CSS3
1. Newest standard

 HTML5 is very rapidly becoming a standard. Developers want to use HTML5 which in
return makes it all the more popular and the driving force for the success of html5.

 Modern browsers all support HTML5 allowing developers to use all the new and exciting
features it offers in order to create more dynamic end results.

 It doesn’t matter if you create a new plug in, an UI mobile framework.
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2. Faster and Cheaper
 HTML5 It reduces development time by focusing on latest browsers and not being hold

up on old ones.
 In Html5 developers can focus on writing functionalities that work, look good, while

using latest tools.
 This makes whole process of html5 quick and very rewarding for the developers

themselves.
3. Latest/Modern

 HTML5 embed with another new tech – CSS3.
 Often, when using the term HTML5 it is assumed that CSS3 is included in the definition.
 The best thing about CSS3 Well, like HTML5 it is a new version of CSS specification

including modern browser support for visual styling.
 This allows achieving great looking effects like rounded corners, shadows or animations

within couple lines of code, rather than by laborious image slicing techniques.
 This both increases fun factor of developing such features and reduces development time

significantly, allowing developers to focus their efforts on things that matter.
 As a bonus you get lightweight websites with reduced number of files and images that

need to be downloaded for the site to look good.
4. Nothing is impossible

 Things that would previously require external plug-in like Adobe Flash or Microsoft
Silverlight are now achievable in a browser through HTML5 using css3.

 Now it provides Heavy support for animations and transition allows the possibility to
create complicated dynamic visual effects through CSS3 rather than flash.

 Modern JavaScript API support to things like application storage, geo-location allow
developers to create complete web based applications through native HTML and CSS.

 HTML5 allow user to use, both web sites and web applications using the same
technology.

5. Supports mobile devices
 Biggest things of all it is mobile friendly technology, with all that was mentioned earlier,

the lightweight visual effects, the support from industry, the support form browser
vendors, it is now easier than ever to develop a web site or an web application in HTML5
that can be deployed on both desktop and mobile devices.

 Content was never closer to the end user and it doesn’t matter if you are browsing on
your desktop machine, on your laptop or on your smart phone.

 HTML5 is supported throughout the whole spectrum of mobile vendor’s thus allowing
delivering content–your product, your service to wide array of customers.

 HTML5 has support from the community, device and browser vendors, and is a great way
to put content out there closer to the user, Working with the latest technologies is always
fun and with a rapidly growing mobile market.

There are some other features also that make HTML5 Vibrant technology to use.
1. Updated with today’s Web technologies
2. Standards and compatible
3. Modern Semantic
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4. Client-Side Storage
5. Support Offline Capabilities
6. CSS3
1. Updated with today’s Web technologies:

 HTML5 is now and has been for several years.
 HTML5 isn’t a single entity, but it’s a set of standards and APIs that major browsers are

supporting to varying degrees.
 Google Chrome is probably the best at implementing HTML5’s latest standards and APIs,

but fears of cross-browser compatibility shouldn’t stop you from starting to develop
against the new APIs.

 There are a several large polyfill libraries that provide support for older browsers and
dynamically load as needed. This tool provides you with an easy way to perform feature
detection.

 It also runs a script that lets you style new HTML5 elements such as <article> and
<section>.

 Even Internet Explorer (IE)8 supports several HTML5 APIs such as local Storage that
can be “tricked” into support new element styling.

2. Standards and compatible:
 Web developers and designers have earned their stripes over the years by dealing with

browser compatibility issues.
 IE receives much of the grief in this space, mostly because of problems related to IE 6

and 7.
 The latest versions of the major browsers are much more unified because HTML5 defines

a set of standards that developers can expect to encounter.
 Although companies would traditionally compete by implementing custom interfaces and

features into their browsers, today they compete on factors that matter more to the end
user, which includes Capabilities such as performance, developer tools, and history
management.

3. Modern Semantic:
 I see new and old web developers asking where they should dive into HTML5 all the time.
 It’s a great question to ask because HTML5 is so broad.
 HTML5’s semantic tags provide the perfect place to start because it’s easy and

immediately improves the structure and readability of your web pages.
 Several years ago Google engineers conducted a study analyzing the most commonly

used Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) class names applied to elements.
 The results showed many common trends in which class names were being used to

semantically identify elements.
 Semantics refers to structure and understandability. Based on the study’s findings, the

team recommended a battery of new HTML elements.
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4. Client-Side Storage:
 In the past, developers couldn’t store data in the user’s browser that would persist across

sessions.
 Instead, developers used cookies and built server-side infrastructure. This problem can be

solved by user.
 There are two ways to accomplish client-side storage with HTML5 by using local Storage

and IndexDB.
 You can also leverage session Storage, but that will be purged when the user closes the

browser.
 Safari still implements webSQL, which is a deprecated storage proposal that implements

a client-side SQL Server.
5. Support Offline Capabilities:

 Once you have a plan in place to store data in the browser, then you can start thinking
about making your web application work when a user is disconnected.

 As we transition farther and farther to a mobile society, it’s more likely that we might
want to use a web application when there’s no 3G or 4G.

 Application cache is actually composed of several different components, including a
manifest file, events, and API methods that create updates.

6. CSS3:
 For two decades the web was a rather flat experience without the aid of plug-ins such as

Flash and Sliverlight.
 Today that has changed because CSS3 has added so many new styling features.
 For example, the border-radius rule means that we no longer need to slice images and

wrap content in a labyrinth of complicated <div> tags or even worse -- a table.

1.3 HTML5 Structure

 Every programming language has certain rules and structure on which every user agree to
follow while interacting with it.

 For example in java we have to import java packages and inbuilt class or functionalities
before creating a class and class member can be used only with the help of object.

 Now Everyone who want to use java its must follow all these rules.
 In HTML5 same way, we can create our own web pages and content but there must be a fixed

structure in place for web browser to read and intercept your web page properly.
 In short HTML5 contain some tags that describe its major sections and indicates to the

browser what type of coding the web document uses.
 There are some tags that contribute towards creating a structure of HTML5 known as

structure tags are as follows.
(A) <!DOCTYPE HTML>
(B) <HTML> Tag
(C) <Head> Tag

(a) <Title> tag
(b) <Meta> tag

(D) <Body> Tag
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(A) <!DOCTYPE HTML>
 In html5 document, the first line of the document should be <!DOCTYPE HTML> tag.
 The DOCTYPE tag always placed at the beginning of the document and start always with

exclamation sign.
 Basically HTML5 not a case sensitive, but the word DOCTYPE should always has to be in

upper case.
 Using DOCTYPE is like a signing a contract that whatever code we going to use a particular

standard format.
 In standard mode DOCTYPE indicates that we are not going use anything other than pure

HTML5 code.
(B) <HTML> Tag

 HTML tag specifies the actual beginning of html5 document.
 All of the html coding except DOCTYPE TAG should be placed within the pair of

<HTML></HTML> tags.
 The pair of <HTML></HTML> tags wraps every other tags/element in HTML5 document.

(C) <Head> Tag
 < Head> tag is like a first member of html family.
 It is more of a description tag that enable the top section of the browser to add content of

information of the web page.
 The Head section contains the page title, which is the text that will appear in the title bar of

the Web browser
 <Head> tag contain some other tags like <title> tag pair and <meta> tags pair to provide

better accessibility reasons.
(a) <Title> tag

 <Title> tags specify more information about the content of html5 document.
 The text within <Title></Title> pair tags display on the top of the browser window or on

the tab
 Example <Title>The title of this web page</Title>

(b) <Meta> tag
 Meta tag also behave like a descriptor of your web page document.
 It describes a short text about the content of our web page.
 Every html document in a website should have different description.
 Meta tag uses some attribute as
 Attributes:

1. Name: It specifies the name of data.
2. Content: It defines the content you want to provide as description to your website.
3. Charset: Specify what character set to use to render the HTML5 coding Example: UTF–8.

(D) <Body> Tag
 Body tag is the second important member of the HTML family.
 It acts like a container to actual content of web page.
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 It specify the main interactive or display area where web developers can insert different
objects like images, table , form

 Every object inserted into<body></body> pair of tags is visible to user on their browser
window

 Example of structure should look something like below code

<!DOCTYPE>
<Html >
<Head>
<title>First Document</title>

<meta name="Test" content="This document content example of html document"
charset="UTF-8">

</Head>
<Body>This is our first web page</Body>
</Html >

1.4 HTML5 Elements and Attributes

1. Elements
 <HTML> elements some time also recognized by Tag keyword.
 Every html elements mandatory should be placed within greater and less sign i.e between

angular bracket this way the element identify as html element.
Syntax: <TAG NAME>

 Html elements/Tags instruct browser what action to perform on content.
 Elements/Tags are actual code which performs action on web browser.
 Example <B> tags perform bold action on text.
 Element/Tags are of 2 Type
 A. Pair tag/Container Tags B. Standalone Tags

(A) Pair tag/Container Tags:
 The tags which have opening and closing pair of tag falls in this category.
 Opening/start of tag is look like “<Tag>” this notation.
 Closing/end of tag looks like “</Tag>” this notation.
 Some elements are mandatory to use both pair of start and end tag is called pair/container tag.
 Pair/container tag always contain some content within it.
 Container tag support nesting of tag i.e One tag can contain other tags within it
 For example <b><i><u>RAVI</u></i></b>
 Note the closing of tag sequence the tag always closed in reverse sequence means the tag

which is opened first should be closed first.
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 Nesting of tags is allowed in html5 <b><i><u>RAVI</u></i></b>
 Crossing of tags are not allowed html5 <b><i><u>RAVI</b></i></u>

(B) Stand Alone Tag:
 In this type of tag only using opening/start tag is known as stand alone Tag.
 Standalone element/Tag does not contain any content within them that’s why it can also refer

as void element.
2. Attribute

 Elements may contain attribute to specify more properties of an element.
 Attribute allows to access more information about element.
 Some attribute are global can be defined with any tag/ elements and some attributes defined

for only specific elements
 Attribute has to specify only within start/opening tag it cannot be used under end tag.
 Note: In HTML5 all elements and attribute are not Case sensitive you can use any case like

uppercase, lowercase and proper case Except <!DOCTYPE> ELEMENT.

1.5 Formatting Text using Tags

 HTML5 tags are used to format the appearance of the textual data on your web page.
 This can jazz up the visual of the web page, however, too much variety in the text formatting

can also look displeasing.
 In HTML5 their are two type of Text formatting tags A. Text Level Formatting B. Block

Level Formatting
(A) Text Level Formatting

A text level formatting are used to apply on only singular text like one or two words or maximum
on a single line of data.
1. Heading tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description: This tags is used to specifying heading format to text just like in chapter name or
topic name

There are 6 levels of headings available, from h1 for the largest and most important heading,
down to h6 for the smallest heading.

Example:

<h1>RAVINDRA JAISWAL</h1>
<h2>RAVINDRA JAISWAL</h2>
<h3>RAVINDRA JAISWAL</h3>
<h4>RAVINDRA JAISWAL</h4>
<h5>RAVINDRA JAISWAL</h5>
<h6>RAVINDRA JAISWAL</h6>
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2. <B> tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 <B> is abbreviated as Bold tag.
 Bold tag is used to apply bold effect to the text.
 The text in between the tags will be bold, and stand out against text around it, the same as in a

word processor.

Example <B>RAVI</B>

3. <I> Tag

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as Italic tag
 This tag is used to apply Italic effect to the text.
 Also working the same way as a word processor, italics displays the text at a slight angle

Example <i>RAVI</i>

4. <U> Tag

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as Underline tag
 This tag is used to apply underline effect to the text.
 Underline tag work in the same way as a word processor, underline displays the text with line

underneath the text.

Example <u>RAVI</u>

5. <Strike> Tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as strike-out tag
 This tag is used to apply strike-out effect to the text.
 This tag will Puts a line right through the centre of the text, crossing it out.
 Same effect can be achieved by using <S> </S> instead.

6. <TT> Tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as Typewriter Text tag
 The text appears to have been typed by a typewriter, in a fixed-width font. (*)

Example <tt>RAVI</tt>
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7. <Small> Tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:

Instead of setting a font size, you can use the small tag to render text slightly smaller than the text
around it.
8. <Center> Tag

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 Center tag, as it says, it makes everything in between the tags centered. Mainly in the middle

of the page.

Example: <Center>RAVI</Center>
 In similar manner we can use <Left> and <Right> tags to display text in left and right of the

web page respectively.
9. <Em> Tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as emphasize tag
 Emphasize text, which usually appears in italics, but can vary according to your browser.

10. <Strong> Tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as strong emphasis tag.
 This tag is used to emphasize text more, which usually appears in bold, but can vary

according to your browser.

Example <strong>RAVI</strong>

11. <Var>Tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as Variable tag.
 This tag is used to Used to denote variables in equations

12. <Sub>Tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as Sub script tag.
 This tag is used to display the text in sub-script, below the normal line.

Example: H<sub>2</sub>O
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13. <Sup>Tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as Super script tag.
 This tag is used to display the text in super-script, above the normal line.

Example: X<sup>2</sup>

14. <Q>Tag

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as quotation tag.
 This tag is used to display for smaller, inline quotations Adds quotation marks around the text.

Example: <q>2</q>

15. <Del>Tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as Delete tag.
 This tag is used to display deleted text, and visually appears with a strike-through.

Example <del>Ravi</del>

16.<Ins>Tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as inserted tag.
 This tag is used to insert text and mandatory use this by embedding it with del tag.

17. <kbd>Tag

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as keyboard tag.
 Surrounds text that is supposed to be entered by the reader on their keyboard.

Example <kbd>Ravi</kdb>

18. <Cite>Tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as Citation tag.
 Shows a citation i.e the title of a work that you’re quoting or referencing

Example: <cite>Ravi</cite>
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19. <bdo>Tag

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 This tag is used when your text meant to be read right-to-left (like Urdu, or sindhi).
 This tags has a attribute dir i.e stand for direction. user can specify its value to "rtl" which

means right to left.

Example: <bdo dir="rtl">RAVI</bdo>

(B) Block Level Formatting
 Just like text formatting tags block level tags also used to apply same textual visual effects in

web document but insist on single or limited line of code block level formatting on bulk of
data.

 There are some Block Level Formatting are as follows:
1. <pre>

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as Preformatted text tag.
 Normally browser ignore all spaces and punctuation given in text editor.
 By using pre tag browser will display everything including spaces ,Carriage returns and

punctuation.

Example <Pre>RAVI is " great"</pre>

2. <Code> Tag

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as source code tag.
 Code tag display Text in a fixed-width font, commonly used when showing source code.

Example <code> coding in any language</code>

3.<Blockquote> Tag

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as Block quote tag.
 This tag Defines a long quotation, and the quote is displayed with an extra wide margin on the

left hand side of the block quote.

Example <Blockquote> WEB APPLICATIONS</Blockquote>
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4. <Font> Tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as Font tag.
 Font tag is used to apply multiple formatting together on a text like color, Size, type.

Attributes:
(a) Color: This attribute is used to change the color of a font.
(b) Size: size attribute is used to set size of a font.
(c) Face: This attribute specify the type of font to be used.

Example:<Font color="red" size="18" face=" Verdana">

5. <Address> Tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbrevated as Address tag.
 This tag is supposed to put this around your name, address or email address on your pages.

E.G <Address>ravi.maddu8@gmail.com</ Address>

6. <Abbr> Tag

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as Abbreviation tag.
 This tag is used Denotes an abbreviation of a text.
 Title attribute is used to give the full meaning of a text.

Example <Abbr title="Permanent Account number">Pan</ Abbr>

7. <Div>Tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as Division tag.
 This tag is mainly used with style sheet commands and to create layer.
 This will set a block of your page off on its own.

8. <Samp>Tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag

Description:
 It is abbreviated as Sample tag.
 This tag is mainly used with when you’re using an example, usually of an output from a

program.
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9. <Span>Tag:
Type:Container/Pair tag
Description:
 This tag to be used in conjunction with stylesheets
 Similar to the div tag, but span only affects the text it is wrapped around, div affects the entire

horizontal section
10. <Acronym> Tag:

Type: Container/Pair tag
Description:
 This tag is Much the same as the one <abbr> tag
 The difference is between abbreviations and acronyms is very marginal And that you can look

up by yourself.
11.<P> Tag

Type: Container/Pair tag
Description:
 It is abbreviated as Paragraph tag
 This tag is used to indent block of lines as paragraph in web page.
 <p> tag work in the same way as a word processor, Paragraph layout

Example: <P> Scilab 5.5.2 is a minor release which solves in particular two serious bugs This
release also includes new graphics features such as the improvement function to enable the
rendering of meshes based on any convex polygon type (not only triangles). </P>

12. <Br> Tag
Type: Standalone tag
Description:
 It is abbreviated as Breaking tag.
 <Br> tag is used to insert new line in a web document.
 Its function is same as Return key/Enter key on keyboard

13. <Hr> Tag
Type: Standalone tag
Description:
 It is abbreviated as Horizontal Row tag.
 <hr> tag is used to insert horizontal line in a web document like a separator.

Attributes:
 Height: defines the thickness of the line to be specified in number of pixel value.
 Width: defines the length of the line horizontal wise to be specified in number of pixel value.
 Color: define the color of a line to be specified by color name or in hexadecimal code.

Example: <hr height="10" width="200" color="blue">
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1.6 Using List and Background

A. Creating List in HTML5:
 Suppose there’s a lot of data and very little time in which to digest it.
 Which would you rather bulk of content in paragraph format or List of important data only.
 HTML5 Lists are powerful tools to group together similar type of elements, and lists provide

easy and systematic access to data.
 Generally lists in html5 divided into two main categories. A. Numbered B. Bulleted
 Html some more convenient type of list according to data like definition list and menu list etc.

Let’s see how to create list in html5

(a) Numbered List:
 Numbered list is identifying by any numbering format to add data in particular sequence

in list.
 This kind of list is also called as order list cause list item is added or represented in a

particular order.
 Order list is created by using <OL> pair of tag in Html5

<OL>Tag:

Type: Container Tag

Description: <OL> tag is used to insert order list in a web document.

Attribute:

1. Type:
 Type attribute defines which type of numbering format to be used to represent list of data

element.
 Value of this tag can be given as "A/a/1/i/I" this values define similar representation of list.

Contain tag:
 <OL> contain only one tag i.e <li>pair of tags to add items in list.
 <li> is mandatory tag to be used within < ol> tag

<li>Tag:

Type: Container Tag

Description: <li> tag is used to add list item in order list in a web document.

Attribute:

(a) value:
 Type attribute defines from where to start numbering of a list.
 Value to this attribute always have to specify in number from where you want to start list.

Syntax:

<ol type=" A/a/1/i/I ">
<li>list item</li>
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<li> list item </li>
<li> list item </li>

</ol>

Example:

Science:
<ol type=" A ">
<li>Physics</li>
<li> Chemistry</li>
<li> Biology </li>
<li> Maths </li>
</ol>

(B) Bulleted list:
 Bulleted list is identify by any symbol format to represent data in list.
 This kind of list is also called as unordered list here list item does not need to be present in a

Order/Sequence just item presence in the list is important.
 Bulleted list or unordered list can be created using <ul> pair of tag in Html5.

<UL>Tag:

Type: Container Tag

Description: <Ul> tag is used to Bulleted/Unordered list in a web document.

Attribute:
a. Type:

 Type attribute defines which type of symbol to be used to represent list of data element.
 Value of this tag can be given as "circle/square/filled circle" this values define similar kind of

representation of list.
Contain tag:

 <UL> contain only one tag i.e <li>pair of tags to add items in list.
 <li> is mandatory tag to be used within < UL> tag

<Li>Tag:

Type: Container Tag

Description: <Li> tag is used to add list item inside a list in web document.

Attribute: No attributes
Syntax:

<ul type=" Circle/square ">
<li>list item</li>
<li> list item </li>
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<li> list item </li>
</ul>

Example:

Arts
<ul type="square">

<li>Hindi</li>
<li> English</li>
<li> Philosophy </li>
<li> pyscology </li>

</ul>

Some more list
C. Defination List:

 This type is list is used to show list of text and its definition format.
 Definition list can be created by using <dl> pair of tag.

<DL>Tag:

Type: Container Tag

Description:
 <DL> is abbreviated as definition list tag
 <DL> tag is used to insert list of definations along with their text in a web document.

Attribute: No Individual attribute/Global attribute can be supportable.
Contain tags:

(a) <DT> Tag

(b) <DD>Tag
a. <DT> Tags

Type: Container Tag

Description:
 <DT> is abbreviated as definition Text term
 <DT> tag specify the text for which we want to display Definition in a web document.

Attribute: No Individual attribute/Global attribute can be supportable.
b. <DD>Tag

Type: Container Tag

Description:
 <DD> is abbreviated as data definition tag
 <DD>tag specify actual definition of text from <dt> tag in multiple lines
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Attribute: No Individual attribute/Global attribute can be supportable.
Syntax:

<dl>

<dt>Definition text</dt>

<dd>multiple line definition for the above tax </dd>

</dl>

Example:
 <dl>
 <dt>Computer</dt>
 <dd>Computer is an electronic device which take input from user process it and provide

appropiate output</dd>
 <dt>Internet</dt>
 <dd>internet is a inter connection between different networks</dd>
 <dt>Browser</dt>
 <dd>Browser is used to display content from the internet</dd>
 </dl>

Nesting of List:
 The basic rule of HTML is that if the element/tags is of container type then it can contain

another one or more tags within it.
 This process is called as Nesting of tags Upto now all the list we have seen are of container

tag so we can apply nesting of list also.
Example

<ol type="A">
<li>ARTS</li>

<ul type="square">
<li> English</li>
<li> Philosophy </li>
<li> pyscology </li>

</ul>
<li> SCIENCE</li>

<ul type="square">
<li>PHYSICS</li>
<li>CHEMISTRY</li>
<li> BIOLOGY</li>

</ul>
<li> COMMERCE </li>
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<ul type="square">
<li>ACCOUNTS</li>
<li> FINANCE</li>
<li> MANAGEMENT</li>

</ul>
</ol>

Note: We can do nesting of all container tags just we have to remember the simple rule of first in
last out
B. Applying Background in HTML5

 Modern day scenario in web designing field demands a perfect pack of colors, images or
graphics to be used in our website in order to make it successful.

 Choosing a right colors and graphics for website is also a skillful job and become Herculean
some times.

 In short the combination of colors, patterns, and graphics can increase or decrease the number
of visitor to your site it means it directly affect the popularity of a website.

 Excess use of colors and bright colors perspective of your website can set the charm of your
website to zero.

 Now days website developers believe in customer’s demand type approach to design a web
site. so most of the colors or pattern’s decision is made by customer only.

 On top of that web designer has to make it look practical means ultimately designer has to dig
in deciding colors and graphics for web site.

 Modern website developers adopt a thematic approach which allows developer to choose
color and graphics according to the theme of a web-site.

 Html5 Provide solution to all those problems face by developer in early face by proving easy
and interactive way to apply background and foreground graphics for your web-site.

Applying Background Color:
 Background color can be apply to any element that has scope or have a specified area for it.
 Most commonly we apply background color in <body> tag. Body tag enable user to access

the whole web page.
 So we can apply color to entire web page.
 Background can also be applied on elements/tags like Table, Form, Frame etc.
 HTML5 provide various method to apply background color on web page some of these are as

follows
Using Bgcolor Attribute:

 Bgcolor is a standard attribute of body tag.
 We can apply color by specifying value to this attribute in hexadecimal code or by simply

writing the name of a color.

Example: <body bgcolor=”blue”>
<body bgcolor=”#FF1100”>
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Background using Style Attribute:
 Style is a global attribute in html5 that means it can be used in all elements/tag
 Using style attribute is very common practice in modern version of html like html4 and html5.
 Embed with Style attribute we can use background-color as a sub-attribute to apply color to

entire page.
 Background-color attribute’s value can be specified in RGB format that is 255 value for each

color or we can go for color name also.

Example: <body style=”background-color:green”>
<body style=”background-color:rgb(255,255,0)”>

Background using Style Tag:
 We can predefined color of web page before even starting the body tag code.
 Style tag is mandatory to be used within <head> tag .
 Style tag also act like a universal tag can we embed with every element of HTML5 to apply

predefine formatting for web-page.
Eaxmple:

<!DOCTYPE>
<html>

<head>
<style>

Body{background-color:blue}
</style>

</head>
</html>

Background Images:
 Applying Background images is like using wallpaper effect on your web-site.
 Just like color we can apply some images as background detail depends in the theme of a web

page.
 Background images can be apply in similar manner as background color.

Applying Background image using background Attribute:
 Background attribute is of body tag.
 In background attribute we can specify the path of the image on a background like a wall

paper effect.
 Syntax: <Body background=”path of image”>

Example: <Body background=”C:\Users\Public\Pictures\Sample Pictures\penguins.jpg”>

Applying Background image using Style Attribute:
 Style is a global attribute used in many tags/elements.
 We can use background-image as sub-attribute for style attribute.
 Syntax: <Body style=”background-image:url(path of image)”>
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Example:

<Body style=”backgroundimage:url(C:\Users\Public\Pictures\SamplePictures\penguins.jpg) ”>

Applying Background image using Style Tag:

Style tag can to predefine the background image similar to background-color.
Example:

<Style>
Body{background-image:url(C:\Users\Public\Pictures\SamplePictures\penguins.jpg)}

</Style>

A. FOREGROUND
 Foreground refer a textual content of a web page.
 We can apply foreground formatting to convey message more attractive way
 We again can use three basic methods to apply foreground effect to web page.
 Foreground formatting refer as font color, Size, Type etc.

Foreground using <FONT> tag:
 Font tag can be used to apply color, size or type of text on web page.
 Color attribute is used to specify the font color.
 Size attribute is used to specify the font size.
 Type attribute is used to specify the font type/face.

Example

<Font color=”yellow” size=”20” type=” Times New Roman”>

Foreground using Style attribute:
 Style act as a global attribute to apply foreground to web page
 Color act like a sub-attribute to specify color of the font.

Example: <Style=”color:yellow”>

Foreground using Style Tag:
 Style tag is used to predefine the formatting to font used in web page.
 Mandatory used in <head> tag.

Example

<Head>
<Style>

P{color:Pink} //Apply pink color to text within paragraph.
Table{color:blue} //Apply blue color to text within table.

</Style>
</Head>
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1.7 Creating Hyperlinks and Anchors

Introduction

HTML or Hypertext mark-up Language, is the most widely used language on Web. Technically,
HTML is not a programming language, but rather a mark-up language. Before you begin, it’s
important that you know Windows or Unix. A working knowledge of Windows or Unix makes it
much easier to learn HTML.

You should be familiar with:
 Basic word processing using any text editor.
 How to create directories and files.
 How to navigate through different directories.
 Basic understanding on internet browsing using a browser like Google Chrome or Firefox etc.

HTML stands for Hypertext Markup Language, and it is the most widely used language to
write Web Pages. As its name suggests, HTML is a markup language.

 Hypertext refers to the way in which Web pages (HTML documents) are linked together.
When you click a link in a Web page, you are using hypertext.

 Markup Language describes how HTML works. With a markup language, you simply
"mark- up" a text document with tags that tell a Web browser how to structure it to display.

Originally, HTML was developed with the intent of defining the structure of documents like
headings, paragraphs, lists, and so forth to facilitate the sharing of scientific information between
researchers.
Creating HTML

Creating an HTML document is easy. To begin coding HTML you need only two things: a
simple- text editor and a web browser. Notepad is the most basic of simple-text editors and you will
probably code a fair amount of HTML with it.

Here are the simple steps to create a basic HTML document:
 Open Notepad or another text editor.
 At the top of the page type <html>.
 On the next line, indent five spaces and now add the opening header tag: <head>.
 On the next line, indent ten spaces and type <title> </title>.
 Go to the next line, indent five spaces from the margin and insert the closing header tag:

</head>.
 Five spaces in from the margin on the next line, type<body>.
 Now drop down another line and type the closing tag right below its mate: </body>.
 Finally, go to the next line and type </html>.
 In the File menu, choose Save As.
 In the Save as Type option box, choose All Files.
 Name the file template.htm.
 Click Save.
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<html>
<head>
<title> This is document
title</title>
<head>
<body>

You have basic HTML document now, to see some result put the following
code in title and body tags. Now you have created one HTML page and you
can use a Web Browser to open this HTML file to see the result. Hope you
understood that Web Pages are nothing but they are simple HTML files with
some content which can be rendered using Web Browsers.

HTML Basic Tags

The basic structure for all HTML documents is simple and should include the following
minimum elements or tags:

 <html>: The main container for HTML pages
 <head>: The container for page header information
 <title>: The title of the page
 <body>: The main body of the page

Creating hyperlinks and anchors

Web pages can contain links that take you directly to other pages and even specific parts of a
given page. These links are known as hyperlinks.

Hyperlinks allow visitors to navigate between Web sites by clicking on words, phrases, and
images. Thus you can create hyperlinks using text or images available on your any web page.
Linking Documents - The <a> Element:

A link is specified using the <a> element. This element is called anchor tag as well. Anything
between the opening <a> tag and the closing </a> tag becomes part of the link and a user can click
that part to reach to the linked document.

Following is the simple syntax to use this tag.

<a href="Document URL" attr_name="attr_value"...more attributes />
Anchor Attributes:

Following are most frequently used attributes for <a> tag.

 href: specifies the URL of the target of a hyperlink. Its value is any valid document URL,
absolute or relative, including a fragment identifier or a JavaScript code fragment.

 target: specify where to display the contents of a selected hyperlink. If set to "_blank" then a
new window will be opened to display the loaded page, if set to "_top" or "_parent" then same
window will be used to display the loaded document, if set to "_self" then loads the new page
in current window. By default its "_self".

 name and id: attributes places a label within a document. When that label is used in a link to
that document, it is the equivalent of telling the browser to goto that label.

 event: attributes like onClick, onMouseOver etc. are used to trigger any Javascript ot
VBscript code.
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 title: attribute lets you specify a title for the document to which you are linking. The value of
the attribute is any string, enclosed in quotation marks. The browser might use it when
displaying the link, perhaps flashing the title when the mouse passes over the link.

 accesskey: attribute attribute provides a keyboard shortcut that can be used to activate a link.
For example, you could make the T key an access key so that when the user presses either the
Alt or Ctrl key on his keyboard (depending on his operating system) along with the T key, the
link gets activated.

Example

<a href="http://www.google.com/" target="_blank" >Google Home</a>

<a href="http://www.yahoo.com/" target="_self" >Yahoo Home</a>

<a href="http://www.rediff.com/" target="_top" >Rediff Home</a>
Base Path for Links:

It is not required to give a complete URL for every link. You can get rid of it if you will use
<base> tag in your header. This tag is used to give a base path for all the links. So your browser will
concatenate given relative path to this base path and will make a complete URL.

For example we have used following base tag in all the pages at tutorialspoint.com:

<head>
<base href="http://www.google.com/">

</head>

Linking to a Page Section:

You can create a link to a particular section of a page by using name attribute. Here we will
create three links with-in this page itself.

First create a link to reach to the top of this page. Here is the code we have used for the title
heading HTML Text Links

<h1>HTMLTextLinks<aname="top"></a></h1>

Now you have a place where you can reach. To reach to this place use the following code with- in
this document anywhere:

<ahref="/html/html_text_links.htm#top">Go tothe Top</a>

This will produce following link and you try using this link to reach to the top of this page:

Go totheTop

Setting Link Colors:

You can set colors of your links, active links and visited links using link, alink and vlink attributes
of <body> tag. But it is recommended to use CSS to set colors of links, visited links and active links.
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Following is the example

a:link {color:#900B09;background-color:transparent}
a:visited{color:#900B09;background-color:transparent}
a:active {color:#FF0000;background-
color:transparent}a:hover

1.8 Creating Tables

1. Storing and Managing data is very essential in modern days scenario.
2. User use different way to store data like computer software, handwritten etc.
3. Tables play an essential role in organizing and presenting data.
4. A table can enable you to organize complex data in a manner which is simple, logical and

easy to follow.
5. A table is an arrangement of data in rows and columns.
6. Table differs significantly in variety, structure, Flexibility, notation, representation and use.
7. Html5 provide a range of element/tag which contributes to create a useful table according to

user need.
Name Rollno Class Contact

Ravi 1 MSC 123456778
Kiran 2 MBA 145678978
Chirag 3 MCOM 986954478

Row:
1. Row is horizontal specification of table.
2. The arrange structure of table in horizontal i.e in left to right manner is called Row

e.g
Kiran 2 MBA 145678978

Column:
1. Column is vertical specification of table.
2. The arrange structure of table in vertical format i.e in top to bottom manner is called column
3. Example

NAME
Ravi
Kiran
Chirag

Cell:

Cell represent a single block which store actual data .cell is consider as table data.

e.g
Kiran
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1.8.1 Creating Simple Table

Html Provide a separate <Table> element incorporated with different element to create table.
1. <Table> Tag

Type: container tag.

Description:

Table tag is Used to create a table in a web page.

content tags: <th>,<tr>,<td> Tags

Attributes:
1. border: This attribute specify the border or length of line surrounding table in no of pixel

value
2. align: This attribute describe horizontal position of a table in a web page, like left, right,

center.
3. valign: This attribute describe vertical position of a table in a web page like top, bottom,

middle
4. WIDTH: This specify the percentage or number of pixel on screen width
5. Height: This attribute specify the percentage or nu6mber of pixel on screen height
6. Cellspacing: This attribute specify the space between two cells in table in a percentage or

pixels.
7. Cellpadding: This attribute specify the space between cell and its border in a percentage or

pixels.
8. Summary: This attribute specify more information about table like alternate text.
9. bgcolor: This attribute specify background color to the table.

a.<Th> Tag

Type: container tag

Description:
1. This tag is used to specify hearder in the table.
2. It mark row data to symbolise row as header row

content tags: <td> Tags

Attributes:
1. ROWSPAN: This attribute specify number of rows merge ( spanned) by the cell
2. COLSPAN: This attribute specify number of columns merge ( spanned) by the cell
3. ALIGN: This attribute specify horizontal alignment [ left | center | right | justify | char ]
4. VALIGN: This attribute specify horizontal alignment:[ top | middle | bottom | baseline ]

(vertical alignment)
5. WIDTH: This attribute specify cell width in pixel
6. HEIGHT: This attribute specify cell height in pixel
7. BGCOLOR: This attribute specify cell background color)
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b.<Tr> Tag

Type: Container tag

Description: This tag is used to create a row in the table.

content tags: <td> Tags

Atrribute:

ALIGN: This attribute specify horizontal alignment [ left | center | right | justify | char ]
c.<Td> Tag

Type: container tag

Description: This tag is used to create a data cell in the table.

content tags: none

Attributes:
1. ROWSPAN: This attribute specify number of rows merge ( spanned) by the cell
2. COLSPAN: This attribute specify number of columns merge ( spanned) by the cell
3. ALIGN: This attribute specify horizontal alignment [ left | center | right | justify | char ]
4. VALIGN: This attribute specify horizontal alignment:[ top | middle | bottom | baseline ]

(vertical alignment)
Lets create some tables

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>

<head>
<title>HTML Tables</title>

</head>
<body>

<table border="1" bgcolor="red">
<tr>

<td>Name</td>
<td>Roll no</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Contact no</td>

</tr>
<tr>

<td>Ravi</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>MSC</td>
<td>12569877</td>

</tr>
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<tr>
<td>Kiran</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>12569877</td>

</tr>
<tr>

<td>Chirag</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mcom</td>
<td>12569877</td>

</tr>
</table>

</body>
</html>

Output:

1.8.1.1 Specifying the Size of the Table
 As we already seen in above section that by default size of the table is specified by the

browser depend on the content.
 We can also specify size of a table depend on our presentation scheme of web page.
 The size of table can be simply handle by two attribute of table tag/element i.e 1.Height

2.Width, By simply using this two attribute embedded with table tag we can control size of a
table .

 Lets see an example
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